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Paul Feyerabend was a famous philosopher of science who developed a theory of scientific anarchism. It claims that rationality and scientific method are only the products
of one separate tradition of thought which competes with numerous other traditions
[Feyerabend]. In this schema science is an eclectic set of different competing systems
which functions as an evolving system. But there is no general criterion like rationality
for the process of selection. On the other hand the question of foundations of formal
systems asks the question what is the ontological foundation for any kind of formal
system mathematics, logic system, the language of programming etc. The program
of logicism was aimed at proving that all the chapters of mathematics can be reduced
to purely logical constructions. Different philosophical theories in mathematics claim
that all the mathematics can be reduced to theory of sets, theory of categories, some
constructive principles etc. None of these attempts were eventually successful. The
idea of the thesis is to extrapolate and anarchic ideas of Feyerabend on the question
about foundations of formal systems. Maybe attempts to find the main formal system
were all unsuccessful because there is no such system. There is of course the question
of practice in the Feyerabends conception and its counterpart for the case of formal
systems. Probably the role of practice should be admitted in this case as well but in
a more specified form. In conclusion it should be said that if the anarchism is eligible
for the domain of formal systems than the question about foundations of these systems should be also shifted to the study of cooperation of different systems as equal
competing structures.
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